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TRANSCRIPT OF DET. LEAN INTERVIEW  
Subject: Thomas Lean                                                        Jonah Owen Lamb 
Case: People v. Douglas Stankewitz         415-302-7416 
Date: March 27, 2020                                                         P.O. Box 31981          
Age: 74                                                                               Oakland, CA  94604 
Occupation: Retired sheriff detective                             P.I License # 18434 
Residence: Fresno County 
Relation to defendant: One of two lead investigators of the case 
 

IN-PERSON INTERVIEW CONDUCTED Feb. 7, 2020: 

Lamb: Can you tell me what you remember about the case and how you got 
involved?  

Lean: Long time ago. As I remember, my partner was Art Christiansen and I think 
we were notified by the Fresno Police Department. There had been a robbery in 
either Modesto or Merced. And a young lady was kidnapped, brought to Calwa 
area and Douglas and a couple other associates - Douglas pulled the trigger on 
her, shot her in the head as she stood on the corner. Fresno Police department 
got involved, I think they even made the arrest if I recall correctly. But because 
the murder took place in the county in Calwa, it got turned over to us. 

Lamb: Where you the lead detective on the case?  

Lean: I can’t remember. Either Art or I was. 

Lamb: And he was your partner? 

Lean: Yes, he’s deceased.  

Lamb: Was there a detective Moon involved? 

Lean: Oliver Moon, he could have been I don’t remember.  

Lamb: So you worked the case after the PD handed it over. 

Lean: They kinda basically handed it over, as far as I remember. We interviewed 
Douglas and the others, the co-conspirators. 

Lamb: Marlon Lewis and two women? 

Lean:  There was a young boy too. There were like three or four of them. It was 
my understanding that they were without a ride and they and they sort of ended 
up kidnapping her for the car. 

Lamb: According to the transcripts, it said you guys did follow up interviews with 
all the co-defends and that includes Stankewitz. Did you typically record them? 
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Lean: We would have recorded them.  

Lamb: There was an ADA who prosecuted the case, I butcher the name every 
time I say it: Ardaiz 

Lean: James Ardaiz 

Lamb: He’s a judge now, I know that. Do you remember if he was involved in the 
investigation at any point? Or how that would work? 

Lean: I don’t remember. Other than him being involved in the prosecution, and 
we turned all our information over to him. But I don’t remember him being actively 
involved in it as far as going out on follow-ups. I know he did on other cases. But 
I don’t remember, it’s been, it’s too long ago. 

Lamb: I think you testified in part of one of the trials, but not that much. Do you 
remember why you – I figured you and your partner where the main detectives – 
why you didn’t testify that much verses your partner.  

Lean: We used to exchange the position of being the lead investigator that would 
sit with the district attorney. And we would, if they needed some prepping or 
something on a certain area, or something that he or she had asked during the 
investigation, during the court trial we would be there to help. 

Lamb: Do you remember if that was you in this case? 

Lean: I don’t, I don’t. I want to say I was, at least during one. I think we had two 
death penalty retrials, if I remember.  

Lamb: So you were involved in some but not all? 

Lean: Yes.  

Lamb: A couple documents I want to show you to see if you can recognize a 
signature, but we can get to that later. Just going through my notes, sorry for my 
slowness. There was an earlier robbery that was kinda linked to the case that 
these guys were involved in right. Where they had like robbed a farm worker that 
same day or something. Do you remember that? Meras I think was the guy’s 
name. 

Lean: Vaguely. I don’t remember. Very, very, vague. There was something about 
a check that showed up somewhere along the line. 

Lamb: A payroll check, right. I was reading some of the transcripts of the trial and 
the prosecutor was linking, kinda saying that this earlier robbery shows that they 
were, you know, on a tear and they were doing stuff the whole way through. I 
know that happened, that robbery I think was in Manteca before they got to 
Fresno so I know you wouldn’t be involved in that. But that doesn’t ring any 
bells? 
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Lean: I’m sorry it doesn’t; I know there was something over but I can’t say 
specifically. 

Lamb: Do you remember where, when did they find the gun, do you recall? 

Lean: No I cannot. 

Lamb: Do you remember if they found it on Stankewitz or they found it in a house 
or… 

Lean: I don’t, I’m sorry.  

Lamb: Let me just show you this document see if you can recognize this 
signature. You signed this, it’s a request for review? This is document 292 of the 
Fresno County Sheriff’s Department. And there are two items listed on it. They 
are shell casing; I think it’s a comparison. And the investigating officer, let me 
take a look, right there it says I think your name and your partners, just to make 
sure. 

Lean: T. Lean and, let me get my glasses. I don’t think that’s Christensen. His 
first name is Art. That’s probably Art Christensen. 

Lamb: But that’s your signature next to it yeah? 

Lean: Yeah, that’s me. 

Lamb: The question we have, do we know what this means and do you know 
who signed it? 

Lean: Negative…um. We used to have a criminologist back then who was named 
Andrea Vanderverdebont.  

Lamb: Do you recognize what their document is? 

Lean: Well, it’s got all the criminal charges. It’s hard to read. It’s got a case 
number. 

Lamb: The part that I can read…they compared shell casings not just from the 
scene of the crime, to make sure the pistol that they found later had fired at the 
scene, with an earlier incident. 

Lean: I can’t recall, other than my signature.  

Lamb: Do you remember, did you know the Stankewitzes? 

Lean: They had a reputation in the community. I think there were several, 11 
children by five different moms and several of them had gone to prison. So they 
were known in the law enforcement community.  
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Lamb: Speaking of the pistol involved, do you remember what type of pistol was 
involved? It was a Titan. 

Lean: I think it was a small caliber.is 

Lamb: I’m going to have you look at this document, which is a trace serial 
number report on the pistol involved. I think, I’m not used to looking at these 
things, but we think it says, and I may be wrong, that this gun had been stolen 
out of Sacramento some years before and take a look. How long were you with 
the sheriff here? 

Lean: 31 years  

Lamb: When’d you start? Was it your first law enforcement gig? 

Lean: I started in 1967. I started right out of college. I was 21 years old.  

Lamb: So this pistol and the trace report, did you ever have a pistol like this, 
years before, that was stolen?  

Lean: No I don’t recall, no. I can’t, like I say if it was 10 years ago.  

Lamb: And the trace document, does it ring any bells? I’m sure you’re more used 
to reading these than I am. 

Lean: Um, I’m not sure, this is a CLETS document. It’s a computerized document 
it comes out of the computer. It’s a statewide document.  

Lamb: Do you know what this one is referring to? I see your name on the top, 
which I’m thinking, did you request the report or is this a report… 

Lean: We probably did, this came out of San Joaquin County; .25 caliber. I was 
right about the small caliber. No, I don’t. Sacramento PD stolen back in 73. Says 
Stockton PD report of sale. I’m thinking it was probably a stolen gun.  

Lamb: The case that was found with the gun, a leather case. They said I had 
initials on it that were --again apologies for asking the question, but um that’s 
what I’m here to do- that had your initials on it.  

Lean: I can’t recall do that. If my initials were on there then I collected it 
somewhere, but I don’t recall. 

Lamb: Do you remember any evidence go missing that was pertinent to the case, 
like her watch that disappeared? 

Lean: I don’t recall.  

Lamb: And you don’t remember in terms of a check mentioned. Do you 
remember how they found the check or where? 
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Lean: The district attorney asked me this a year or so ago right when Douglas 
was up for review. And I couldn’t recall for her either. We had a lot of cases back 
then. Sometimes just in the county alone we had 75 murders. At this point in my 
life a lot of them run together.  

Lamb: Did you have procedure for confidential informants? Did you have 
confidential informants? 

Lean: We did not in our crimes against person detail, our narcotics people and 
our vice people did have confidential informants but I don’t know. I didn’t ever 
have one in homicides that I recall.  

Lamb: and in terms of the robbery, you didn’t do any investigation related to that 
at all? 

Lean: No, no. That was another county.  

Lamb: Anything else with this case that rings any bells? Did you go to the scene 
of the killing? 

Lean: Yes. It was right on the corner down there on like 10th in Calwa.  

Lamb: Do you remember any blood splattered clothes or a watch or some hair go 
missing? 

Lean: No, I don’t recall any of that.  

Lamb: and you said the interviews were recorded. 

Lean: Yes. As I recall we recorded everything, 

Lamb: Do you know where the interviews took place? 

Lean: In our office, our detective office. We didn’t have an interview room at that 
time.  

Lamb: Did you meet with Ardaiz before the trial and in any way coordinate the 
case? 

Lean: Yes, I’m sure we did. We always did. We always had a sit down. We may 
have done more than that. Jim may have come over to the office and sat down 
with us. 

Lamb: How early does that happen in the investigation? 

Lean: You know it just depends on their availability. And if we had any legal 
questions regarding search and seizure. 

Lamb: And since you had all the co-defendants and everybody with in hours of 
the crime, do you recall him coming in at an early stage then to talk to you guys? 
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Lean: I can’t recall. There was cases where he did; he actually was out in the 
field with us when we were looking for suspects he would actually come to the 
field and help us. He would write search warrants in the field for us. 

Lamb: But in this case you don’t recall? 

Lean: I don’t recall, I don’t. 

Lamb: You don’t know anyone named Jesus Meras? It doesn’t ring any bells? 

Lean: No I don’t recall that name.  

Lamb: He was the victim allegedly of that robbery that happened… 

Lean: Somewhere along the line. 

Lamb: …before Fresno. The DA made an argument that the same gun was used 
in that robbery and there were three shots fired and there were shells that were 
found. And the murder weapon were the same. Do you remember anything 
connecting those things? 

Lean: Sorry. 

Lamb: would you be willing to sign a declaration ageing to all the things you’ve 
said? 

Lean: Why are we doing all of this? 

Lamb: I’m doing it for them because they want, this is part of their habeas filings, 
just trying to see what’s there. They’re trying to go over the case and see what’s 
there. 

Lean: He was sentenced to life without, so are they trying to get him…a 
possibility? I would think so. I would think that would be coming. 

Lamb: I think so. I’ve just started on the case so I’m not strategic, I’m more 
tactical, coming down and talking to folks. Can I have your phone number and 
give you a call? 

Lean: Sure. 

END 
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Det. Thomas Lean III, Retired, Fresno Sheriff’s Office 

March, 2020 

Voicemail left for Jonah Lamb, Defense Investigator: 

Good Morning. This call is for Jonah Lamb. Jonah, this is Tom Lean from Fresno regarding the 

Douglas Stankewitz case. Umm I wanted to call you back and let you know that I received this 

declaration in the door when you were here this past weekend. Umm As to Item #3 uhh I you 

know the case was 42 years ago. I may have misspoken. Uhh regarding interviewing Douglas. 

You know without looking at the case file and my reports, I can’t at all in good conscience uhh 

say we interviewed Douglas Stankewitz. Umm The PD’s interaction in this and if I recall 

correctly, again it’s been 42 years ago, umm they made the original arrests in the field and they 

may have Mirandized umm the group, including Douglas uhh and he may have refused to or 

invoked his Miranda and refused to talk which would not allow us to interview him in the future. 

Umm I’m reasonably sure that there were interviews done but I’m not uhh I can’t be definitive 

regarding Douglas uhh so I may have misspoken when I talked to you and interviewed you 

interviewed with you back in February. Umm Anyway umm so I will not be sending this 

declaration and signing it. I will not be sending it back to you. I That’s really all I need to say I 

think. Umm I hope you’re well. Hope you’re not out there with that corona virus stuff I know 

I’m hunkering down here. So umm anyway that’s all I have to say uhh thanks bye.  
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TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDED CONVERSATION  
BETWEEN JONAH LAMB AND JAMES ARDAIZ.   
(Dead air on recording from 0:00.  Tape begins at 1:32.) 
 
[Inaudible] 
 
ARDAIZ: And who are you working for [inaudible]? 
 
LAMB: I’m working for Vendor Investigative Services.  I’m going to give you my – wait a 

sec – I don’t have it in front of me.  Give you the, um, PI number.  I can sign it so 
you can look it up.  

 
ARDAIZ: Who are the attorneys?  Who are the attorneys? 
 
LAMB: The attorneys are Curtis Briggs and Alexandra Cock.  And they’re both out of the 

Bay area.  She’s in San Rafael and he’s in San Francisco.   
 
ARDAIZ: Alexandra . . . can you spell the last – 
 
LAMB: C-O-C-K. 
 
ARDAIZ: Alright. 
 
LAMB: Uh, yeah, is there any other questions for me?  I’m happy to answer whatever I 

can. 
 
ARDAIZ: Uh, well if you can, I mean I’ve been trying to figure out what exactly is it that you 

want to ask me about.  What specific- what is the specific concern that you want 
to ask me about? 

 
LAMB: I have a list of questions that the attorneys gave me and I’d like to ask you those 

questions and they’re all about the handling of the case, basically.  And so I’d like 
to start out by asking you just about generally when you got involved in the case 
and then move through those questions and have them in front of me and I would 
just ask them.  And say, hey- 

 
ARDAIZ: And what is the purpose of this? 
 
LAMB: This is involved in the Habeas matter of Stankewitz and their hopes to – 
 
ARDAIZ: Is there a pending Habeas petition? 
 
LAMB: I’m sorry? 
 
ARDAIZ: Is there a pending Habeas petition? 
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LAMB: I believe so, yes. 
 
ARDAIZ: And what’s the contention in the Habeas? 
 
LAMB: I believe the contention is that the, the case, the, the investigation and, uh, the 

trial were, you know, unfair.  I, uh, either there was exculpatory evidence that 
wasn’t introduced, um, and the like, and I can kind of – the questions pertain to a 
lot of that.   

 
ARDAIZ: Evidence that wasn’t introduced by me or by somebody else?  
 
LAMB: Uh, again, the kind of, the questions we don’t really necessarily know and I 

haven’t read the Habeas, um.  I’m just, uh, I’m just bringing the questions that I 
have here.  Um, you know I’d be happy to get more detailed information for you.   

 
ARDAIZ: Well, okay, uh let’s just start and I’ll, maybe I’ll understand what the, what the 

point is.  Are you recording now? 
 
LAMB: I am recording, yes.  I’ve been recording after you said okay, I started recording. 
 
ARDAIZ: No, it’s fine. I, I acknowledge I told you you could record if you wanted to. Go 

ahead. 
 
LAMB: It’s Saturday, March 14, 2020.  This is a telephone interview with James Ardaiz 

who is in Fresno, I believe, at this point?  
 
ARDAIZ: Yes, that’s correct. 
 
LAMB: So, the beginning, the first question is do you remember in the Douglas 

Stankewitz case when you initially got involved.  
 
ARDAIZ: Um, well you have to bear in mind that this was 40 years ago.  Um, I, I, my 

memory of my involvement when I was assigned the case, uh, I think it was 
several days after the homicide of Theresa Greybeal, if I recall correctly.  Um, and, 
uh, I was briefed on the case, uh, by the detectives and, um, uh, I met with 
Theresa Greybeal’s father.  That’s my first memory of the case.  I was not, I did 
not go to the crime scene.  I was not called out to the crime scene, uh, or did, I 
have no recollection of attending the autopsy of Ms. Greybeal. 

 
LAMB: Do you remember the names of the detectives that you were briefed by? 
 
ARDAIZ: Uh, uh, boy.  Um, honestly, I don’t.  I mean, I can speculate, but that’s all I could 

do.  My investigator was Bill Martin and Bill, um, was uh, kind of my link to the 
Sheriff’s office and the PD, so I don’t remember, I remember that there were 
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detectives that were present, uh, during my interview with Mr. Greybeal, which 
was my first, first involvement.   

 
LAMB: What, and then, ah, fair, fair enough. That was a long time ago.  I was born in 

1978, so it was a long time ago for me, too.  So, do you remember, um, did you 
have, did you get involved with interviewing Mr. Stankewitz with those detectives 
at some point?   

 
ARDAIZ: No.  Not that I recall.  I mean, you would, I, I’d have to check, I’d have to check 

to see if there’s any police records, but, uh, I don’t have any recollection of 
interviewing, uh, Mr. Stankewitz.  Uh, my recollection is that he had been 
immediately, uh, or in close proximity, uh, represented by, uh, members of the 
personal public defender’s office.   

 
LAMB: Gotcha.  Do you, do you remember having any interviews with any of the other 

co-defendants? 
 
ARDAIZ: Uh, well, -  
 
LAMB: - in the investigative phase, I guess. 
 
ARDAIZ: - [inaudible], sure.  I have not seen any of the documents.  I, you know, things 

kind of blur together.  Um, I, I have some vague recollection that I may have 
talked or attempted to talk to the co-participants other than Billy Brown.  I did, I 
talked to Billy Brown, but I [inaudible] –  

 
LAMB: So you did talk to Billy Brown.   
 
ARDAIZ: Oh, yes.  Uh huh.  
 
LAMB: Um, and in terms of Billy Brown, specifically, do you recall, kind of, anything 

about Billy Brown, uh, in telling you about, uh, changing what he said in the 
prelim, um, -  

 
ARDAIZ: I’m sorry, what, what sequence are we talking about?  You’re asking me about Billy 

Brown, initially or right after the homicide, or when?   
 
LAMB: Oh, uh, initially first, but just since we’re on the topic of Billy Brown, I figure I’d 

just stay with that, so, initially, let’s just say, initially, you said you talked to Billy 
Brown, and then subsequently spoke with him, as well?   

 
ARDAIZ: Well, I spoke to him many times.  He was one of the principal witnesses. 
 
LAMB: Do you remember anything about him changing what he said in the prelim? 
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ARDAIZ: Changing what he said in the prelim.  To what? 
 
LAMB: Did he ever tell you he had lied in the prelim?  Or spoke, uh, or told a story that 

didn’t occur? 
 
ARDAIZ: No. No, he, he, you know.  I, I, my memory of him is that, uh, the, I mean, well, 

let me ask you a question, Mr. Lamb.  Did you ever talk to a criminal defendant in 
an interrogation? 

 
LAMB: Yes. I mean, I have, I have, I’ve talked to many of them.  
 
ARDAIZ: In an, in an interrogation?   
 
LAMB: Uh, I’ve never interrogated a criminal defendant. 
 
ARDAIZ: Well, let me explain to you that it is an evolutionary process in terms of the story 

that you get.  So, you know, it, it is very uncommon to have anybody tell you 
everything at the beginning, uh, so, a lot of times, as stories evolve, they, and by 
evolve I simply mean that over time you get more and more and more –  

 
LAMB: Got it. 
 
ARDAIZ: - and so, uh, you know, I can’t say that Billy Brown didn’t give a more defined 

story as we went along, uh, because we asked a lot more questions, uh.  You know, 
we were dealing with a, with a, with a juvenile. And, uh -  

 
LAMB: Yeah.  He was 14, I think. 
 
ARDAIZ: He was 14 years old, and he was, uh, you know he’d been through pretty 

traumatic experience, um, so um, you know, his basic explanation of what 
happened was pretty much the same from the beginning to the end.   

 
LAMB: Gotcha.  Um, do you remember, um, uh, I’m sorry, I think you said you did not 

interview Stankewitz ever.  Or did you just not – 
 
ARDAIZ: My recollection, my recollection is if I did, he didn’t talk, but I don’t believe that I 

did.  He may have been questioned by detectives, uh, but I don’t have any 
recollection of attempting to question Mr. Stankewitz.   

 
LAMB: Do you, that thing –  
 
ARDAIZ: I, I have talked to Douglas Stankewitz.  But, and, uh, but not in the context of an 

interrogation.   
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LAMB: Do you remember, um, I guess at some point, either hearing an audio tape of his 
interrogations or reading a report of his interrogations in which he denied the 
crime?   

 
ARDAIZ: I may have, I can’t recall.   
 
LAMB: I, did you, was it your sense in the case just ongoing through the case and the trial 

that he was, you know, had denied that he, I mean obviously he pled a certain way 
but, do you remember that being the case and would that have – 

 
ARDAIZ: I’m sorry, I, eh, I mean when you say, I, I’m not sure if I understand.  I’m not 

trying to be obtuse or, I don’t understand.  I, I I understood that, uh, basically, uh, 
he was not cooperative.  I don’t recall that he said he did-, I don’t’ recall, that he 
made a statement in interrogation.  Unless you have some police reports that you, 
that indicate that I participated in that, do you?   

 
LAMB: No, I don’t think we have any, actually, I don’t, my understanding it might be, 

only partials, we don’t have any indication, we don’t have any of those interviews.  
I think there’s indications they occurred but we don’t have them in evidence. 

 
ARDAIZ: I mean, you know, Stankewitz might be a lot of things, but he’s not stupid.  And 

he’d been through the system.  And, uh, I, I, I believe he was very quickly 
represented.  At that time, the public defender’s office was extremely aggressive in 
major cases.  Immediately when we brought in suspects in major cases, they 
seemed to be aware of it and they would immediately show up at the door.  Um, 
so, which from a law enforcement standpoint is frustrating.  But – 

 
LAMB: Yeah, I’m sure. 
 
ARDAIZ: - but, I don’t, I, I just simply have no memory of talking to Stankewitz at the time 

or in close proximity to the arrest.   
 
LAMB: Gotcha.  Let’s move on to the Meras aspect of it.  Can you just tell me kind of 

what your recollection of, of that crime was and when it happened and where it 
happened? [inaudible] 

 
ARDAIZ: What, what crime are we talking -?   
 
LAMB: Sorry, the Meras robbery.   
 
ARDAIZ: I gotta tell ya, I don’t have any memory of that at all.  You know, uh, when this, 

when this, I mean, one of the reasons that I got agitated yesterday was because 
there was some discussion in the press about this, you know, statements made by, 
apparently by Mr. Serup [sp?].  I, I don’t have any particular recollection of that 
aspect of the case because it, it related to aggravating factors in the penalty.  I 
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remember very specifically, um, the incident involving the robbery, uh and 
carjacking of the elderly man out near [inaudible:  sounds like “cohouse”].  I 
interviewed him, uh, and the officers involved.  Um, I remember, um, uh, I’m 
trying to remember the other aggravating factors.  

 
LAMB: Um, I think, uh that maybe I can, the, the, the, what I know is that it involved, 

uh, uh, like a robbery and attempted murder because there was allegedly shots 
fired, and this is all, this occurred allegedly I think before possibly the Greybeal 
kidnapping.     

 
ARDAIZ: Uh, I couldn’t answer that question.  I don’t remember.  I honestly don’t.  I’d have 

to look at police reports and I’d have to look at the trial transcripts.  Um, my 
memory, and you need to correct me if I’m wrong, but my memory is that Theresa 
Greybeal was killed with a .32 caliber, uh, weapon.  Is that correct?   

 
LAMB: I believe it’s a .25 caliber. 
 
ARDAIZ: Okay, .25 caliber weapon.  I remember it was small caliber.  I’m sorry, I can’t –  
 
LAMB: And the reason I ask the questions the Meras aspect comes up just because, uh, 

you, you had argued that the Meras casings came from the murder weapon, i.e. 
that the same weapon that was used at that robbery as – 

 
ARDAIZ: Well, okay, I’ll take your word for it.  Hah, I don’t remember.  Um, but, um, I 

don’t believe that we had the murder weapon.  I know that we had, we had a slug 
that was used, that killed Theresa Greybeal.  But, um, I’m trying to remember if 
we had the gun [inaudible] – 

 
LAMB: According to all the evidence that we have, you, you did have the gun and 

recovered shell casings from the Greybeal shooting, as well as the, um, robbery, 
uh, [inaudible]. 

 
ARDAIZ: Okay.  Alright.  Okay, I’ll take your word for it.  I mean I’m – 
 
LAMB: Yeah, I’m just bringing it up, hopefully, it will come to your memory. 
 
ARDAIZ: - I hate to admit it, but I’ve tried a lot of cases, and although that was a huge case, 

it was 40 years ago.   
 
LAMB: I know, hey I get it.  I’m just, I’m just going to bring up the stuff that I know and 

hopefully jog memory. 
 
ARDAIZ: Well, I mean, your helping, your helping me a little bit with my memory but, um, I 

probably, you know, if that’s what I argued, that’s what I argued.  It would have 
been the most logical based upon the testimony.  Uh, I’m assuming that, is that, 
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and I, again, I really don’t remember this.  I’m just assuming that Brown testified.  
I can’t even remember if Billy Brown testified that he was present at that shooting.  
Uh, what I, uh I don’t recall if we had, if, whether casings recovered at the scene 
that were the same as the casings recovered at the Greybeal shooting.   

 
LAMB: Do you have, according to what I know is that there were case recovered from 

both scenes and they were compared.  Right [inaudible] – 
 
ARDAIZ: Uh, that may be.  If they were compared, uh, that would have been done by our 

forensic investigators and there would have been reports with respect to that, and 
they would have either been consistent based upon the extractor marks and, uh, 
firing pin impressions, uh, or they wouldn’t have been.   

 
LAMB: Yeah, I think in this case there was .22 caliber casings found at the scene of the 

robbery and .25 caliber casings found at the Greybeal murder scene. 
 
ARDAIZ: Okay. That, that, that may be.  But, um – 
 
LAMB: But if you don’t remember, you don’t remember. So- 
 
ARDAIZ: I, I honestly don’t remember, but all of that would have been gathered and 

examined.  I mean there had to be, – 
 
LAMB: Um, -  
 
ARDAIZ: Hey there had to be a basis that I argued that, that the gun that was used was the 

same.  I mean it may have been an inference from testimony or other things.  I, I 
don’t recall.   

 
LAMB: And Meras again, you don’t, since you don’t remember, or don’t recollect the, 

that aspect of the case, you don’t remember him as an individual either.   
 
ARDAIZ: No. I don’t have any memory of it.  I mean, you know, I started, I started, when 

this thing came up again, um, I honestly couldn’t remember all of that.  And I, I, 
you know, I’ve asked.  I just remember it was a small caliber weapon.   

 
LAMB: Gotcha.  Um, [inaudible] moving on to, um, let me see here, um, did you ever ask 

a cellmate of Stankewitz to get him to confess?  I.e. get the cellmate to get 
Stankewitz to confess?  Do you remember that? 

 
ARDAIZ: Do I remember that?  No.  I don’t remember ever using a jailhouse snitch, um, 

attempting to get him to confess, um.  First of all, that would have been a messiah 
violation, um. He was represented, uh, and I have always tried to be very 
meticulous about things like that.  So, uh, I would simply not have asked anybody 
to attempt to solicit or elicit a confession from Mr. Stankewitz. 
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LAMB: Obviously, I’m not a lawyer, so I’m unaware of those [inaudible] rules. 
 
ARDAIZ: Well, um, uh, you mean you don’t know what, you’re telling me you don’t know 

what a messiah violation is? 
 
LAMB: I’ve not heard of that term before, but you know, I’m not a lawyer.   
 
ARDAIZ: Well, it simply means that when a person is represented by counsel, attempting to 

circumvent, uh, they’re, uh, -  
 
LAMB: Right to have counsel present? 
 
ARDAIZ: - the right to have counsel present is improper, uh, you know. It’s not uncommon 

that people in jailhouses come to law enforcement and say, you know, so and so 
told me that – 

 
LAMB: Told me, yeah, yeah – 
 
ARDAIZ: - and, and want to deal, but no I never, as you framed the question, no I never did 

that.   
 
LAMB: And other than, uh, um. So moving on from the cellmate aspects of the case, did 

you ever compare blood samples from Stankewitz to, um, um, co-defendants on 
the victim’s closing, clothing to see if they, they matched?    

 
ARDAIZ: Can you repeat that question for me, please? 
 
LAMB: Like testing blood on Stankewitz’s clothes, um, to see if they matched, um, blood 

from, uh, from the scene and testing any blood that were on the co-defendants’ 
clothes – 

 
ARDAIZ: If, if, if that was done, um, I don’t remember, but I would say that normal 

procedure is if there was blood on Stankewitz’s clothing, um, that it would have 
been tested as and against Greybeal’s clothes for back-splatter, uh, to see if there 
were common, um, aspects but I don’t have a recollection of it.   

 
LAMB: And in terms of just evidence in general, including tapes of interviews and other 

things, is it your assertion that you never withheld anything, you gave everything 
to the defense that they were, had the right to have, and no evidence went 
missing in terms of anything that would be exculpatory or helpful to the defense? 

 
ARDAIZ: [Laughing] Well, there’s a lot of inuendo and implication in what you’re asking, 

but let me put it to you this way, Sal Chandra [sp?] was Mr. Stankewitz’s defense 
attorney.  Sal Chandra was one of the, in his, uh, as far as I’m concerned at the 
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time, he was the best criminal defense attorney around.  And I had tried cases 
against Mr. Chandra and he in a, he was what I’d call, he’s an extremely, uh, 
ethical and an extremely, uh, vigorous and aggressive defense attorney and he was 
a difficult defense attorney to go up against because he left no stone unturned.  
When you tried a case against Sal, he made you work for it.  Um, he, uh, was, he 
recognized the responsibility he had with respect to Stankewitz at the time.  There 
was, you know like I said, I think it was the seventh case tried in California with 
the death penalty.  And so he, he was extremely diligent, number one.  Number 
two, uh, we had a friendly relationship.  We were not social friends, but in the 
community that existed at the time, um, the community of people who handled 
criminal, uh, matters, um, was not that large, both prosecutor and defense, so, uh, 
I saw Sal all the time.  Um, and, uh, I, you know, he came to me and we had a 
very informal relationship. But given the nature of the case, um, everything that I 
had with the exception of my work product, uh, trial notes and that type of thing, 
- 

 
LAMB: Mm, hmm. 
 
ARDAIZ: - he was given access to.  He was given access to all physical evidence, uh, under 

the supervision of an investigator.  Um, there was, I mean he, he, whatever I had 
he got unless it was something I personally had, uh, developed as part of my work 
product, my strategy or my personal notes, Sal got it.  He got all of the police 
reports. Um, my recollection is that he was allowed to go through our reports, uh, 
and our case file, um, which was unusual, and uh, and the only thing that had 
been removed from it would’ve been, uh, things with my notes and that type of 
thing.  Uh, I, he was allowed access to all forensic reports.  Um, and um, at that 
time, um, there was, you know, the investigative bureau, um, primarily consisted 
of Alan Budreau, who was the forensic criminalist.   

 
LAMB: Mm, hmm, mm hmm. 
 
ARDAIZ: Um, and uh, -  
 
LAMB: [inaudible] 
 
ARDAIZ: - the rest of the people were, uh, basically what I would call crime scene 

investigators, but, you know, we’re talking about a time whenever, when you 
compared fingerprints, you didn’t run it through a computer, you had a person 
down there that would flip through print cards.  So, uh, you know, it isn’t like you 
saw it on television.  There was no DNA sampling or anything like that.  I’m not 
saying that, you know for the time, it was, you know, it was state of the art.  But 
the state of the art is completely different nowdays.   
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LAMB: No doubt.   Couple more questions and then that should be, that should be all.  
The specific question about something slightly different.  Do you know who 
prosecuted Jane Henderson? 

 
ARDAIZ: Who?   
 
LAMB: Jane Henderson.  Uh, no, no [inaudible] – 
 
ARDAIZ: Who is Jane Henderson? 
 
LAMB: You know, I don’t know.  It’s a question they asked me to ask.  If I knew I’d be 

able to tell you more.  So – 
 
ARDAIZ: Well, - 
 
LAMB: - the questionnaire [inaudible]. 
 
ARDAIZ: The only answer I got is who?  I, I, you know, you’d have to tell me who that was 

and, but the name is meaningless to me.   
 
LAMB: Um, do you know anything about Inspector Spradling giving Billy Brown – 
 
ARDAIZ: Oh, [inaudible] Spradling? 
 
LAMB: - yeah, giving Billy Brown any alcohol?   
 
ARDAIZ: Jim Spradling, well, first of all, Jim Spradling was an investigator at the DA’s 

office.  Um, as far as, I mean, I think Jim is still alive, I’m not sure.  Um, most of 
the people that were involved in this case are dead.  Um, the, uh, well, the simple 
answer to your question is no.  I don’t know anything about that, but I would not 
believe that that is true, unless you showed me something specific.  Uh, Jim was an 
experienced investigator and, uh, I, I don’t believe that.  But I don’t know 
anything about that.  No.   

 
LAMB: In terms of the autopsy report, it was admitted into evidence, is that correct? 
 
ARDAIZ: I don’t recall. 
 
LAMB: Um, - 
 
ARDAIZ: - I don’t know why an autopsy report would have been admitted into evidence.  

Normally –  
 
LAMB: Is that not usually the process? I’m [inaudible] 
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ARDAIZ: Yeah, well, normally it’s, it’s, A, it’s hearsay. B, uh, usually it would be a three-
fifty-two, uh, objection, uh, meaning the objection that it was prejudicial, um, uh, 
and I suspect, I suspect that the autopsy physician was probably, uh, T.C. Nelson, 
Thomas Clint Nelson.  Uh, he did most of the post back then.  Um, and uh, so 
Nelson would have testified.  But you have to refresh my recollection, but he 
wouldn’t, I would not have introduced his, the autopsy report unless there was a 
question about inconsistency in the report.  But the report itself, no, I wouldn’t 
have tried to introduce that.  

 
LAMB: And the reason I ask the question is that pertains to, uh, the trajectory of the, of 

the shot, um, and having to do with the height of the victim and the height of the 
alleged shooter, and you know, where they were standing, vis a vis, each other 
during the incident.  Cause I think there was some testimony that was –  

 
ARDAIZ: [inaudible] – I’m sorry, finish your question.  I, I [inaudible] where you’re going. 
 
LAMB: Yeah, so the testimony, I think, on the stand, um, was initially that the, um, uh, 

the victim or the shooter, and their arm were one height and then it was changed 
when it, when it was clear that, um, that was not the case.  I don’t know how 
much it was changed.  I don’t think it was a great deal.  But, do you remember any 
of that?  Can you [inaudible]? 

 
ARDAIZ: Uh, well, I don’t know what you’re talking about in terms of changed.  I don’t 

have any recollection of anything like that.  But, I can say that from an 
evidentiary standpoint, uh, that if, if an autopsy report was introduced under 
those circumstances, it would be either introduced to show a prior consistent 
statement by the pathologist, uh, to assist in assessing his credibility, um, or 
alternatively, it would have been introduced by the defense to impeach him, but I 
just don’t remember that.   

 
LABM: Let’s see here.  I think, I think I don’t have any other questions, unless there’s 

anything you want to add.  Um, I don’t want to take any more of your time.  I 
know you’re a busy man.   

 
ARDAIZ: Unfortunately, I’m incredibly busy.  You called me at a time when I’m hard 

pressed for time.  But, um, you know, the, I am aware that, um, the, there were 
allegations made years later about Billy Brown, uh, changing his story. Uh, I’m 
aware that there was the, uh, additional, uh, co-participants, um, uh, and perhaps 
you can refresh my recollection.  The other male, um, for some reason his name is 
escaping me, um, do you have that in front of you?   

 
LAMB: You know, I know exactly who you’re speaking to and it’s escaping me as well.  

The other co-defendant who was a male.  I think I can get that while you, while 
you think.  But yeah, there was another, he was an adult male as well.   
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ARDAIZ: Yeah, it was an adult male.  And then there was Tina Topping and that name, for 
some reason, stays with me.  Um, but within the context of the people that were 
in the car, um, I remember that the obvious, uh, argument that, uh, somebody else 
pulled the trigger besides Stankewitz, uh, -  

 
LAMB: Marlo, Marlin Lewis. 
 
ARDAIZ: Thank you.  Marlin Lewis.  Yes, Marlin Lewis.  I’ve dealt with a lot of murderers in 

my time.  Um, and I’ve handled, quite frankly, hundreds of murder cases, uh, as a, 
as a prosecutor.  I won’t even tell you how many I’ve handled as a judge.  I have 
no idea.  But, you get a sense of people.  Um, and Marlin Lewis was sheep.  Uh, 
the only alpha male in that group was Doug Stankewitz.  And he was, you know, 
um, at the time, you don’t see, you don’t see many premeditated murders.  Many 
people think that that happens all the time.   It doesn’t.  It is very uncommon.  
And the type of person that commits premeditated murder is a very unusual 
person.  Uh, and I have seen it a number of times, actual premeditated murders, 
but I have always said that, um, if you have a hundred murder cases, you might see 
one, maybe two, that are premeditated, but that’s it.  Uh, cause it just takes an 
unusual kind of person to do that.  And, uh, my, my impression of Marlin Lewis, 
and it never changed, was that he was basically a passive, uh, non-violent 
individual.  Um, the, the only person there that ever exhibited consistently the 
kind of traits of violence that, um, would have resulted in the murder of Theresa 
Greybeal was Stankewitz.  And he was consistent in that.  I mean, you know, and 
when you consider his family background, um, and to a certain extent it was 
understandable, why he was so violent. 

 
LAMB: What do you mean, his family background? 
 
ARDAIZ: Well, um, Doug Stankewitz was one of, I can’t remember if it was ten children, 

um, his, in some respects, what happened to him was almost preordained.  Um, I 
prosecuted his brother for murder, uh, and uh, handled the, his brother, uh, killed 
a man, uh, committed an attempted murder on a police officer.  Two police 
officers, actually, um, and uh, his other brother participated in that.  His half-
brother.  His mother, I believe, was married or was involved in three relationships 
producing children.  His father, Doug Stankewitz’s father, Sonny Stankewitz, was 
an armed robber.  Um, and, uh, Doug came from an extremely violent, deprived 
background.  He did.  Uh, his uh, his mother, if I recall correctly, killed, I can’t 
remember if it was her second husband, but um, um, as a judge, I sentenced at 
least two of his siblings, or three, when I was on the Superior Court.  Um, 
obviously for matters unrelated, but all involving violence.  Um, the, you know, 
he, he, he had a very, very poor background, um, and uh, it was predictable that 
he would be, uh, you know, he would be a person that was disposed to violence in 
order to solve whatever thing he was confronted with.  Um, the uh, and I have no 
question in my mind.  I mean, I’ve dealt with a lot of dangerous people in my life.  
Um, but I will tell you that Doug Stankewitz, in my opinion, is a complete 
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sociopath.  And I’ve seen very few, but I think he is one.  Uh, and I think he, um, 
he can sit down and talk to you, and in some respects you might find him to be, at 
least congenial, but if you were in his way, and he had to kill you to move you out 
of his way, he wouldn’t hesitate a moment.  And I think that anybody that doesn’t 
understand that is, is foolish.  The, he was one of the most dangerous people I 
ever saw, not because he was incredibly smart, but because he was so, um, 
oblivious to the morality of violence.  So, I mean, it may be the way he was raised, 
it may be what he grew up.  I don’t know.  But all I can say is, is that I remember 
the man that he stomped as a 15 – 16 year old.  And I remember that, uh, when I 
did the investigation of that, in putting together the aggravating factors, I can 
remember that the man’s, he was a white-haired, elderly man, who went out to 
help them after they asked, and the hairs of his head, from his head, were still 
imbedded in the [inaudible] soles of Stankewitz’s boot whenever he was arrested.  
And, uh, I mean, it was a senseless, unbelievably vicious and violent attack.  Um, 
he’s just a dangerous man.  And, uh, the, you know, you see people like that and 
they often surround themselves with followers.  Sheep who, who create their own 
sense of identity by who the leader is.  And, uh, Marlin Lewis was a sheep.  I 
mean, he literally, there’s nothing intimidating about him.  And, uh, there was 
nothing in his background to indicate that he was in any way violent.  I mean, if 
you got near him, you and, and, and he sensed that you were an authority figure, 
you could see him, uh, shrink.  Now if you [inaudible] – 

 
LAMB: And this, and this was in conjunction with kind of these, these theories that he 

was the shooter?   This is –  
 
ARDAIZ: Well, I mean I’ve heard, I’ve heard – 
 
LAMB: - what you’re speaking to a little bit?   
 
ARDAIZ: - I’ve heard people say that, that you know, that he was the shooter and I always 

just thought, now, you know, he, he didn’t have the balls to be a shooter.  I mean, 
I don’t mean to be crude about it, but you know, it, it takes a certain kind of 
person to do that.  And to kill a woman?  Um, it takes a certain kind of person to 
do that, and to kill a woman deliberately?  In cold blood?  You, you gotta be a 
wolf. And, uh, you know, this was a, a, uh, this was an execution killing.  And uh, 
it, it, to do that, you’ve gotta be one cold person.  I’ve seen, you know, I’ve seen, 
I’ve seen a number of execution-style murders and it just takes a certain kind of 
person to do it.  And, uh, I never had any question in my mind that Doug 
Stankewitz pulled that trigger.  Um, the uh, when we arrested him, when he 
escaped during trial, um, I was one of the individuals on scene when he, when we 
picked him up, um, and um, I can remember, um, I can remember that he was, 
when he was taken down, um, he was on the ground, it was like, you know, cause 
he escaped during the trial.   

 
LAMB: Mm hmm. 
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ARDAIZ: And uh, he was, uh, he was on the ground and his hands were cuffed behind his 

back, and he had an earing on, and uh, the detective there was Butch Hoy, and 
there was, there was a police dog there.  Um, I think the dog’s name was Duke. 
And that dog was snarling, which is what they’re trained to do.  And Butch had a 
shotgun right down, uh, very close to Stankewitz’s head.   And when I came 
around the corner, um, because we had nobody there.  I mean, when he was, this 
may sound odd, but at the time that he was taken down, there were really only 
four of us on scene.  I mean, it wasn’t anticipated that we would have to do that.   

 
LAMB: Mm. 
 
ARDAIZ: And it really wasn’t anticipated that I would be a participant in that.  Um, but, 

uh, I remember because I, you know, because I was the head of homicide, I usually 
when I was out under circumstances like that, I was armed.  And I remember –  

 
LAMB: Yeah. 
 
ARDAIZ: - there were very few times that I ever had a gun.  I don’t like guns, Mr. Lamb.  

So, uh, I don’t, I don’t, you know I carried a gun when I had to carry a gun.  If I 
didn’t have to carry a gun, I don’t.  And I don’t.  So, um, I can remember running 
around the corner when he came down, cause it all happened so fast.  And, I can 
remember, um, the uh, seeing him on the cement.  And I remember him looking 
up at me.  And, I mean, everybody, the adrenaline was pumping.  You could, I 
mean, you could smell everything and people the, people were yelling.  Uh, typical 
scene like that. And um, he was absolutely calm.  Absolutely calm.  And he 
looked at me, and I’ll never forget it as long as I live, he said, “James, it’s good to 
see you.”  That’s what he said.  I, I, I honestly could not get over that he had no 
physical reaction to the situation.  And, uh, you know, I’ve seen a lot of men 
arrested.  And a few women, for murder, taken down under circumstances where 
you would have expected a lot of resistance.  He was extremely, um, he was just 
extremely calm.  I mean, - 

 
LAMB: Yeah. 
 
ARDAIZ: - there was agitation.  I mean, it was weird.  Uh, and when we got him in the car, 

um, Jim Hamilton was in the back seat.  I still remember this.  Jim Hamilton had a 
gun out.  And he had a 9mm automatic out and he’s in the back seat.  And I can 
remember, cause Hamilton was a very, uh, straight-laced guy, and um, he was 
reading him his rights.  And I said, “what are you doing?” And he said, “I’m 
reading him his rights.” And I said, “I don’t care if he has anything to say.  I just 
want to, I just want to get him downtown.”   

 
LAMB: Yeah. 
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ARDAIZ: “And put that gun away.” And I remember reaching across and saying, “gimme 
that gun.” And he, he, he gave me his gun, cause I didn’t want it in the backseat 
with Stankewitz.  And, uh, he gave me his gun and, there was a Sheriff’s captain 
[inaudible] Lieutenant Kenny Hogue that was driving, and so it was Hogue and 
me and Hamilton and Stankewitz in the back seat.  And he talked to me the 
whole way down.  He never said anything about the offense.  The only thing he 
said to me was he wanted, uh, he wanted to know if I could defend him.  And I 
said, “no.”  And he said, “well, if you could defend me, I wouldn’t be in this mess.”  
That’s what he said.  I remember that.  And I remember telling him, “Doug, it 
wouldn’t make any difference who defended you.  You’d still be in this mess.”  
And that was the sum total of our conversation -   

 
LAMB: Yeah. 
 
ARDAIZ: - with him.  So, but he was just very calm, uh.  The only time I ever saw Doug 

Stankewitz react to anything, anything physically was when he walked onto death 
row.  That’s the only time I ever saw him react, and I can, it’s, it’s the only time I 
have ever seen a man whose chest, whose heart was pumping so hard, you could 
see his shirt bounce.  I remember that.  Because you gotta remember, at this time, 
there were, there were only a few people on death row.  And so, when he walked 
in there, it was still what it used to be.  And I remember that, but other than that, 
he absolutely had no physical reaction that I would’ve considered to be normal.  
Um, he, uh, he, he’s, you know, he was look at you, I knew he attempted to 
assault Sal Chander during the trial. For some reason, I had some indication that 
he might try to do that and I warned Chander, so he was com-, alert.  And when 
Stankewitz took a shot at him, he was ready for it and he ducked.  Uh, and all of 
that was just, you know, jailhouse stuff trying to get another attorney.  But, uh, 
and he’ s not stupid.  Uh, he’s not a stupid guy.  He’s, he- 

 
LAMB: Do you have contact, sorry, just remembered this, do you have some contact with 

any of the folks who were involved anymore?  There’s, uh, I think it’s Detective 
Lean that was might have been involved in the case.  [inaudible] 

 
ARDAIZ: Oh, [inaudible]?  I occasionally, I do.  Uh, I, you know, I, I, if I, it’s probably been 

four or five years since I’ve seen Tom.  Uh. –  
 
LAMB: [inaudible] interaction? 
 
ARDAIZ: I’m sorry.  Again, please? 
 
LAMB: Four or five years since you’ve talked to him or anything?   
 
ARDAIZ: Yes.  I haven’t talked to him at all since all of this came up again. And, you know, 

the case came back, um, but uh, I, uh, I, I can say that , you know, something that 
always struck me whenever, uh, that struck me whenever all this was coming up, 
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uh, was uh, the, the aggravating factors, if I recall correctly, were not introduced 
during the trial on the underlying crimes.  They, they were only introduced as 
aggravating factors with respect to the death penalty, so the jury did not, the jury 
had already made a determination of guilt, uh, of uh, murder, premediated murder 
with special circumstances.  So then, as far as I recall, none of that stuff was used 
during trial to prove intent or anything like that.  Um, because I, I, I had no need 
for it.  And I did not want to muddy the waters during the trial.   

 
LAMB: Understandable.   
 
ARDAIZ: So, uh. I had a good case. I, I, there was, uh, you know, so  I, I, um, you know, 

that’s about as much memory as I have.  If you show me police reports, then 
maybe that’ll jog my memory, but it’s just, I just don’t –  

 
LAMB: For now, for now, I think that’s, that’s a good start, and if, you know, if there’s 

anything else, questions I have, I can send you police reports and you know, I 
know you’re busy now, but um, I’ll let you know or reach out to you if I have any 
additional questions.  I really appreciate you taking the time out of your really busy 
day.   

 
ARDAIZ: Alright.  Well good luck to you, I guess.  I mean, I don’t, I, I gotta say, Mr. Lamb, 

this guy does not, as long, uh, I mean his brother was in a wheelchair when he 
tried to cut somebody up with a knife.  The, there, he, he will be a violent man 
until he can no longer get out of bed.  And I, and I haven’t seen many, but he’s 
one of those.  So, you know, I, I realize you’re doing your job, but, that’s a guy that 
shouldn’t be walking the street.  And I won’t say that of every murderer, okay?.  
Just so you get [inaudible]. 

 
LAMB: Yeah.  Yeah.  Yeah, yeah.   
 
ARDAIZ: Alright.   
 
LAMB: Alright, hey, thank you so much.   
 
ARDAIZ: You’re welcome.  Bye.   
 
END OF RECORDING.   
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DECLARATION OF ALEXANDRA COCK 
 
 
I, Alexandra Cock, declare and state as follows: 
 

1. I am an attorney, duly licensed to practice law in the State of Washington. All of 

the facts contained in this declaration are known to me personally and if called as 

a witness, I could and would testify thereto. 

2. On December 16, 2015, I reviewed the Fresno Superior Court case docket for case 

#CF22701505, which started with 3/13/1978. On or about the same date, I 

reviewed the existing case file. 

3. Starting in 2016, when J. Tony Serra and Curtis L. Briggs began representing Mr. 

Stankewitz, I have assisted them as paralegal. 

4. From early 2017 – present, I have done the following: 
 

a. Read 3,961 pages provided in discovery in 2012, including Fresno Police 
Department and Fresno County Sheriff’s Department police reports. 
Prepared a list of all evidence referred to in the police reports. Read and 
reviewed the discovery materials provided to the defense in August, 2017 
and described in the Discovery Receipt prepared by the District Attorney’s 
Homicide Unit. 
 

b. Arranged for the defense to view and was present to view the evidence in 
the possession of Fresno County Sheriff’s Department and Fresno Superior 
Court on August 24, 2017, and May 25, 2018. 

 
c. Arranged for and viewed evidence in the possession of Fresno County 

Sheriff’s Department and Fresno Superior Court with defense experts on 
March 21, 2019. 

 
d. Starting in May, 2019 – present, assisted with researching and preparing 

the Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus in the above referenced case. During 
this time, I extensively reviewed the files and records provided by previous 
defense counsel of approximately 52 bankers boxes. 

 
e. Prepared the Table of Missing Evidence attached as an exhibit to the 

Petition. In addition to reviewing the police reports described above, my 
preparation included reviewing all of the property record cards viewed at the 
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Fresno County Sheriff’s Department. On information and belief, the Chart 
of Missing Evidence lists all evidence that is known to be lost in this case. 

 
f. Prepared the list of second trial testimony where Billy Brown refers to his 

first trial testimony. 
 

g. On December 7, 2019, prepared and submitted a California Public Records 
Act request to the Fresno County Sheriff’s Department, which is attached 
hereto. I received a response on December 16, 2019, stating that they 
would need at least 10 days to respond. I received an additional response 
on January 27, 2020, stating that they were still researching my request. 
These three documents are attached as Exhibit A hereto. To date, I have 
never received any documents in response to my request. 
 

h. On December 7, 2019, prepared and submitted a California Public Records 
Act request to the Fresno Police Department, which is attached hereto. On 
June 1, 2020, I received a response stating that they were unable to locate 
any responsive records for the years 1973 – 1987. These two documents 
are attached as Exhibit B hereto. 

 
i. On May 6, 2020, I prepared and submitted a request for jury questionnaires 

for individuals summoned to jury duty in Petitioner’s second trial to the 
Superior Court of Fresno. I received a response dated 5-15-2020 stating 
that the Fresno court has no records responsive to my request. 

 
j. Transcribed the March, 2020 voicemail from Det. Thomas Lean III, Retired, 

left for Jonah Lamb, defense investigator. 
 

5. Regarding specific items of evidence: 

a. There are no documents provided in discovery that state that the vehicle 
involved in the crimes was searched at the time of the arrests. 
 

b. The photos taken by R. Smith, Criminologist, are listed on the Court’s First 
Trial Exhibit Record as Exhibits 46A through 46F, however, they are no 
longer contained in either the court evidence nor the FCSD evidence. 

 
c. There are no documents provided in discovery that discuss whether Jesus 

Meras received anything of value for his interview or whether he had ever 
been arrested or convicted of a crime. 

 
d. The reports discovered to the defense do not document that a search was 

conducted at the Meras crime scene for a gun or other evidence. There are 
no reports discovered to the defense which indicate that the police did a 
follow up investigation regarding the Meras crimes, including interviewing 
witnesses at the bar in Rolinda. The codefendants’ police statements do not 
confirm that the Meras crimes occurred. There are no records of search 
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warrants issued nor any search conducted of Christina’s Menchaca’s 
residence at the Olympic Hotel, for a gun or other evidence of the Meras 
crimes. 

 
e. No police or district attorney reports indicate that Billy Brown’s parents were 

present for any of his interviews. 
 

f. I have listened to the Billy Brown police interview taped on 2-11-78. 
Throughout Brown’s February 11, 1978 interview, someone can be heard 
writing. 

 
g. Billy Brown’s Motion and Order of Immunity are not contained in either the 

Fresno Superior Court file nor the Clerk’s Transcripts for either the first or 
second trial. 

 
h. No records of weekend meetings of Billy Brown with DDA Ardaiz have been 

discovered to the defense. 
 

i. The Superior court records show that Fresno Municipal Court case #F32495 
was transferred to Fresno Superior Court on 3-3-1978. I searched the 
Fresno Superior court file for the Douglas Stankewitz case. No copy of said 
Order for Stankewitz Blood Sample signed by Judge Armando Rodriguez 
can be found. I reviewed Clerk’s Transcript for 1978 trial, Volumes I & II, 
and the Clerk’s Transcript for 1983 trial, Volumes I & II – no Order was 
found. 

 
j. The only report which documents the storage of Stankewitz’s blood sample 

is FCSD Request for Evidence Examination #271, dated 2-10-78. There are 
no other reports which document the storage of the February 9, 1978 blood 
sample. The sample is not found in either court evidence or FSO evidence. 
The piece from Petitioner’s t-shirt documented in the same FCSD Request 
for Evidence Examination #271 is not in evidence. 

 
k. I have searched the case files referred to above and have not found any 

documentation that either of Stankewitz’s trial counsel attempted to seek an 
independent examination of Petitioner’s blood sample. 

 
l. This are no Property Record Card showing that Teena Topping’s blood was 

drawn. No court order for Topping’s blood draw can be found. 
 

m. There are no reports to indicate that the police or prosecution did any testing 
of clothing, prior to the second trial.  

 
n. Deputy District Attorney James Ardaiz’s name appears on at least 15 FPD 

and FCSD investigation reports. 
 
o. There is no spent bullet in either the court evidence or the FSO evidence. 
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p. A review of the police case files supplied by DDA Pebet in 2017, for both
the Graybeal homicide and Meras crimes shows thaf they only contain 222 pages
and 5 pages, respectively.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct,

September 18,2020
San Rafael, CA

4lPage Declaration of Alexandra Cock
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December 7, 2019 

Fresno County Sheriff's Office 

P.O. Box 1788 

Fresno, CA 93717 

Re: Access to Public Records 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

This letter is to request access to records in your possession for the 

purpose of inspection and copying pursuant to the California Public 

Records Act (Government Code Section 6250 et seq.) 

The information I seek to inspect is as follows: 

1. any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol;

memoranda; bulletins; notices; or procedures, however described, regarding

departmental processing, storage, retention of evidence in effect from

1972 - present, including any information related to whether officers mark

or initial evidence, by law enforcement agents in the course of their

employment.

2. any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol;

memoranda; bulletins; notices; or procedures, however described, regarding

procedures for arrest and interrogation of suspects in effect from 1972 -

present by law enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

3. any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol;

memoranda; bulletins; notices; or procedures, however described, regarding

procedures for homicide investigations. in effect from 1972 - present by

law enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

4. any and all policies on recorded interviews. in effect from 1972 -

present by law enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

5. any and all policies on witness statements. in effect from 1972 -

present by law enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

This request reasonably describes identifiable records or information 

produced therefrom, and I believe that no express provisions of law exempt 

the records from disclosure. Pursuant to Government Code Section 6253(b), 

I ask that you make the record(s) "promptly available," for inspection and 

copying, based on my payment of "fees covering direct costs of 

duplication, or statutory fee, if applicable." Accordingly, I hereby 

authorize up to $50 for reasonable fees and kindly request that you mail 

the documents to my law offices at 2171 Francisco Blvd. E, Suite D, San 

Rafael, CA 94901 (or notify me as to any costs so I may arrange for 

payment or viewing and copying). 

EXHIBIT A
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Alexandra Cock 
Attorney-Washington Bar #11775 
Wealth Plus Inc. 
2171 Francisco Blvd. E., Suite D 
San Rafael, CA 94901 

Email: Alexandraatty@wealthplusinc.com 

RE: FSOPRA 19-153 

Dear Alexandra Cock, 

Margaret Mims 
Sheriff 

Fresno County Sheriff's Office 

December 16, 2019 

The Fresno County Sheriff's Office is in receipt of your Public Records Act Request pursuant 
to California Public Records Act California Government Code 6250, now internally identified 

as FSO PRA 19-153, for the information listed below: 

1. Any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol; memoranda; bulletins;
notices; or procedures, however described, regarding departmental processing,
storage, retention of evidence in effect from 1972 - present, including any
information related to whether officers mark or initial evidence, by law enforcement
agents in the course of their employment.

2. Any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol; memoranda; bulletins;
notices; or procedures, however described, regarding procedures for arrest and
interrogation of suspects in effect from 1972 - present by law enforcement agents in
the course of their employment.

3. Any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol; memoranda; bulletins;
notices; or procedures, however described, regarding procedures for homicide
investigations. [sic] in effect from 1972 - present by law enforcement agents in the
course of their employment.

4. Any and all policies on recorded interviews. [sic] in effect from 1972 - present by law
enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

5. Any and all policies on witness statements. [sic] in effect from 1972 - present by law
enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

Please be advised SB 978 requires all agencies to conspicuously post all of their current 
standards, policies, practices, operating procedures and their education and training 
materials on their website. This information will be located on our webpage at 
www.fresnosheriff.org after January 1, 2020. 

As your request is very broad and the information you are requesting is voluminous, be 
advised your request will require some time to process, which will exceed 1 O days. If there is 
something you are looking for specifically, please advise us of that information so we can 
narrow our search and expedite your request. 

Dedicated to Protect & Serve 

Law Enforcement Administration Building/ 2200 Fresno Street I P.O. Box 1788 / Fresno, California 93717 / (559) 600-8400 
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer 

EXHIBIT A
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From: Devins, Frances
To: "alexandra cock"
Subject: RE: Request for Information-FSO PRA 19-153
Date: Monday, January 27, 2020 2:18:11 PM

Dear. Ms. Cock,

We are still researching/reviewing your request as it is a voluminous request and we are searching
various locations within the agency to see what we have.

As soon as we have collected the information, we will process it and be in contact with you regarding
the cost.

For reference, our current policy is online and available on our website.

Thank you,

Lt. Frances Devins
Records Unit Commander
     ICS Team Commander
Fresno County Sheriff’s Office
(559) 600-8617  Office
(559) 488-1899 FAX
Frances.Devins@fresnosheriff.org

From: alexandra cock <alexandraatty@wealthplusinc.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 7:50 PM
To: Devins, Frances <Frances.Devins@fresnosheriff.org>
Subject: RE: Request for Information-FSO PRA 19-153

** EXTERNAL EMAIL ** Use caution opening attachments or clicking on
links from unknown senders. **

Dear Lt. Devins,
I am following up regarding your email and letter dated 12-16-2019. Can you please tell me when
you will complete processing my request?
Thanks
Alexandra
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Privileged/Confidential information may be contained in this message. If
you are not the addressee indicated in this message(or responsible for delivery of the message to such
person), you may not copy or deliver the message to anyone. In such case, you should destroy this
message and kindly notify the sender by reply email.
 
 
 

From: Devins, Frances <Frances.Devins@fresnosheriff.org> 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2019 4:59 PM
To: 'alexandraatty@wealthplusinc.com' <alexandraatty@wealthplusinc.com>
Subject: Request for Information-FSO PRA 19-153
 
Dear Alexandra Cock,
 

The Fresno County Sheriff’s Office is in receipt of your Public Records Act Request
pursuant to California Public Records Act California Government Code 6250, now
internally identified as FSO PRA 19-153, for the information listed below:
 

1.     Any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol; memoranda;
bulletins; notices; or procedures, however described, regarding departmental
processing, storage, retention of evidence in effect from 1972 – present,
including any information related to whether officers mark or initial evidence,
by law enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

2.     Any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol; memoranda;
bulletins; notices; or procedures, however described, regarding procedures for
arrest and interrogation of suspects in effect from 1972 – present by law
enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

3.     Any and all training manuals or instructions; policies; protocol; memoranda;
bulletins; notices; or procedures, however described, regarding procedures for
homicide investigations. [sic] in effect from 1972 – present by law enforcement
agents in the course of their employment.

4.     Any and all policies on recorded interviews. [sic] in effect from 1972 – present by
law enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

5.     Any and all policies on witness statements. [sic] in effect from 1972 – present by
law enforcement agents in the course of their employment.

 
Please be advised SB 978 requires all agencies to conspicuously post all of their current
standards, policies, practices, operating procedures and their education and training
materials on their website.  This information will be located on our webpage at
www.fresnosheriff.org after January 1, 2020.
 
As your request is very broad and the information you are requesting is voluminous, be
advised your request will require some time to process, which will exceed 10 days.
 
If there is something you are looking for specifically, please advise us of that information
so we can narrow our search and expedite your request. 
 
A paper copy of this acknowledgement letter will be sent via USPS mail.  
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Thank you,
 
Lt. Frances Devins
Records Unit Commander
     ICS Team Commander
Fresno County Sheriff’s Office
(559) 600-8030  Office
(559) 488-1899 FAX
Frances.Devins@fresnosheriff.org
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Fresno Police Department 
2323 Mariposa 
Fresno, CA 93 721 

Re: Access to Public Records 

December 7, 2019 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

This letter is to request access to records in your possession for the purpose of 
inspection and copying pursuant to the California Public Records Act (Government 
Code Section 6250 et seq.). 

The information I seek to inspect is as follows: any and all training manuals or 
instructions; policies; protocol; memoranda; bulletins; notices; or procedures, 
however described, regarding the following: 

1. departmental processing, storage, retention of evidence in effect, including
any information related to whether officers mark or initial evidence, from
1972 - present;

2. departmental policies on recorded interviews in effect from 1972 - present;
3. departmental policies on witness statements in effect from 1972 - present;
4. departmental procedures for arrest and interrogation of suspects in effect

from 1972 - present; and
5. departmental procedures for homicide investigations in effect from 1972 -

present;
by law enforcement agents in the course of their employment. 

Also, a copy of the police file for Case #75-41415. 

This request reasonably describes identifiable records or information produced 
therefrom, and I believe that no express provisions of law exempt the records from 
disclosure. Pursuant to Government Code Section 6253(6 ), I ask that you make the 
record(s) "promptly available," for inspection and copying, based on my payment 
of "fees covering direct costs of duplication, or statutory fee, if applicable." 
Accordingly, I hereby authorize up to $50 for reasonable fees and kindly request 
that you mail the documents to my law offices at 2171 Francisco Blvd. E, Suite D, 
San Rafael, CA 94901 ( or notify me as to any costs so I may arrange for payment 
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From: Kathleen Abdulla
To: alexandra cock
Cc: Francine Kanne; Romi Morgan
Subject: RE: PRA Response to Alexandra Cock - FPD Policies and Procedures
Date: Monday, June 1, 2020 9:21:20 AM

Ms. Cock,

The City was unable to locate responsive records for the years 1973-1987, or for
1989-2002. The City located and produced responsive records for the years 1988,
and 2003-present. The City has no additional records to produce.

Thank you.

Kathleen Abdulla
Paralegal
Fresno City Attorney's Office
2600 Fresno Street
Fresno, CA  93721-3602
(559) 621-7525
Kathleen.Abdulla@fresno.gov

From: alexandra cock <alexandraatty@wealthplusinc.com> 
Sent: Saturday, May 30, 2020 12:36 PM
To: Kimberly Hernandez <Kimberly.Hernandez@fresno.gov>
Cc: Francine Kanne <Francine.Kanne@fresno.gov>; Romi Morgan <Romi.Morgan@fresno.gov>;
Jennifer Davis <Jennifer.Davis@fresno.gov>; Ricardo Farfan <Ricardo.Farfan@fresno.gov>; Kathleen
Abdulla <Kathleen.Abdulla@fresno.gov>
Subject: RE: PRA Response to Alexandra Cock - FPD Policies and Procedures

External Email: Use caution with links and attachments

Hi Kimberly,
I notice that the documents that you sent are from 1988. As I requested, will you be sending the
procedures from 1973 – 1988?
Thanks
Alexandra

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Privileged/Confidential information may be contained in this message. If
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you are not the addressee indicated in this message(or responsible for delivery of the message to such
person), you may not copy or deliver the message to anyone. In such case, you should destroy this
message and kindly notify the sender by reply email.
 
 
 

From: Kimberly Hernandez <Kimberly.Hernandez@fresno.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, April 02, 2020 4:37 PM
To: alexandraatty@wealthplusinc.com
Cc: Francine Kanne <Francine.Kanne@fresno.gov>; Romi Morgan <Romi.Morgan@fresno.gov>;
Jennifer Davis <Jennifer.Davis@fresno.gov>; Ricardo Farfan <Ricardo.Farfan@fresno.gov>; Kathleen
Abdulla <Kathleen.Abdulla@fresno.gov>
Subject: PRA Response to Alexandra Cock - FPD Policies and Procedures
 
Please see attached response and exhibits. 
 
Here is a link to Exhibit “A”:
http://m3.fresno.gov/upload/files/43741529/122802A.pdf
 
Here is a link to Exhibit “B”:
http://m3.fresno.gov/upload/files/113345865/122772B.pdf
 
NOTE: The above link will be valid for 72 hours.  If you are unable to access the
documents by following the link, please notify the office
 
Thank you,
 
Kimberly Hernandez
Executive Assistant
Fresno City Attorney’s Office
(559) 621-7500
Kimberly.Hernandez@fresno.gov
 
This e-mail message is intended only for the named addressee(s) and may contain
privileged and confidential information that is protected pursuant the attorney-client
privilege and the attorney work-product doctrine.  Any dissemination, distribution or
copying is strictly prohibited.  If you received this e-mail message in error, please
destroy the message, and notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail or
by calling Kimberly Hernandez at the number provided above.   Thank you.
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TABLE OF MISSING EVIDENCE– STANKEWITZ HABEAS  

Page 1 of 17 
 

Row 
Order 

Description Where Documented Evidence 
Custodian 

Material 
Relevance 

Exculpatory Value 

1 Property card/Log 
showing chain of 
custody for .25 caliber 
guns, holster, magazine, 
bullets (serial number 
removed) 

FPD Property/Evidence 
Report, Case No. 78-5819, 
dated 2-9-78 Bonesteel, J; 
Follow Up Report, Case 
No. 78-5819, IB dated 2-9-
78 Bonesteel & Garnsey; 
FCSD Request for Evidence 
Examination No. 272, Case 
No. 78-1809, dated 2-10-
78, Lean 

FPD & 
FSO 

Would prove the 
existence of the 
Meraz robbery 
weapon and 
accompanying 
evidence. 

Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or 
gun used in robbery 
or kidnapping; 
establish lack of 
reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence. 

2 Property card/Log 
showing chain of 
custody for .25 caliber 
guns, holster, magazine, 
bullets (serial number 
146425) 

FCSD Request for Evidence 
Examination No. 272, Case 
No. 78-1809, dated 2-10-
78, Boudreau 

FSO Would prove the 
existence of the 
Meraz robbery 
weapon and 
accompanying 
evidence. 

Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or 
gun used in robbery 
or kidnapping; 
establish lack of 
reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence. 

3 Photo of gun shown to 
Meras  

Meras Preliminary Hearing 
testimony RT@348 

FSO Establish that the 
Meras robbery 
weapon was not 

Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 

murder weapon or 
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the same as the 
Graybeal murder 
weapon 

gun used in robbery 
or kidnapping; 

establish lack of 
reliability of 

prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 

misconduct or 
incompetence. 

4 Shell casings recovered 
from Meras crime scene 

Sarment/Lean/Christensen 
2 reports; FCSD Request 
for Evidence Examination 
No. 292, Case No. 78-1809 
& 78-1995, dated 2-13-78, 
Lean & illegible/unknown 

FSO Show that gun 
used in Meras was 
a .22 caliber 

Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or 
gun used in robbery 
or kidnapping; 
establish lack of 
reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence. 

5 .22 gun used to test 
Meras casings 

 FSO Show that gun 
used in Meras was 
a .22 caliber 

Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or 
gun used in robbery 
or kidnapping; 
establish lack of 
reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
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establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence. 

6 Photos of Meras crime 
scene – shell casings 

2/13/1978 Sarment report FSO Show that gun 
used in Meras was 
a .22 caliber 

Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or 
gun used in robbery 
or kidnapping; 
establish lack of 
reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence. 

7 Photos of Hays Ave. – 
scene of Meras crime 

5/5/78 Spradling Request 
for Evidence Examination  

FSO Show the layout 
of the crime scene  

Could be used to 
challenge Meras’s 
narrative that he was 
robbed and shot at. 

8 Photos of Meras 
cartridge cases 
recovered 

2/13/1978 Sarment report FSO Show that gun 
used in Meras was 
a .22 caliber 

Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or 
gun used in robbery 
or kidnapping; 
establish lack of 
reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
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investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence. 

9 
 
Photos of .25 test fires Boudreau testimony 2d 

trial CT p 161, line 1 and 
line 15 

FSO Shows misconduct 
of prosecution in 
losing evidence. 

 

10 Bullet which killed the 
victim  

Boudreau testimony CT p 
160, line 12 – 13; Ardaiz 4-
2020 interview 

FSO Demonstrate a 
ballistic profile of 
the weapon that 
actually killed 
Graybeal and the 
distance at which 
she was shot. 

Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or 
gun used in robbery 
or kidnapping; 
establish lack of 
reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence; 
establish that Billy 
Brown’s testimony 
pertaining to the 
firearm and the 
distance, angle, and 
position of shooter, 
were all inconsistent 
with the slug that 
was located. 

11 X-rays of victim Evidence Property card 
dated 3-6-78 

FSO Determine what 
caliber of gun 

Establish that 
gun in evidence was 
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killed the victim 
.and trajectory of 
the slug 

not the murder 
weapon or gun used 
in robbery or 
kidnapping; establish 
lack of reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence; 
establish that Billy 
Brown’s testimony 
pertaining to the 
firearm and the 
distance, angle, and 
position of shooter, 
were all inconsistent 
with the slug that 
was located. 

12 Car seat pad blue per 
Property & Evidence 
Record dated 8-18-82 
Officer: Property Clerk  

Evidence Property Card FSO Existence of 
victim’s blood on 
interior vehicle 
contents 

Used to impeach 
prosecution eye 
witness’s account of 
the shooting by 
demonstrating it 
happened in the car 
which would 
impeach Billy Brown. 

13 Defendant’s Blood 
sample drawn 2/9/78 

Police Reports by 
Satterberg 

FSO Determine if 
Petitioner was 

Establish alibi and 
diminished capacity 
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under the 
influence 

14 Defendant’s Blood 
sample drawn 3/4/78 

Evidence Property Card  FSO Existence of and 
level of narcotics 
in Petitioner’s 
system. 

Used to support 
Petitioner’s alibi that 
he was ingesting 
drugs at a particular 
location at a 
particular time. 

15 Square taken from 
Petitioner’s t- shirt to 
type blood  

Evidence Property Card 
and Lean/Boudreau 
Evidence Examination 
report No. 271, Case No. 
78-1809, dated 2-10-78, 
Boudreau 

FSO  Testing for DNA, 
blood type of 
codefendants and 
victim 

16 Menchaca, Lewis, 
Topping (Co-
defendant’s) blood 
samples 

Evidence Property Card 
and Lean/Boudreau 
Evidence Examination 
report 

FSO blood type Comparison of blood 
on clothing of 
codefendants to 
blood of victim 
would show that 
victim’s blood was on 
co-defendants. 

17 Victim’s Vial of Blood 
sample – listed on 
evidence property card 

FCSD Request for Evidence 
Examination No. 271, Case 
No. 78-1809, dated 2-10-
78, Lean 

FSO DNA  Comparison DNA  
testing of clothing of 
codefendants to 
blood of victim 
would show that 
victim’s blood was on 
co-defendants. 
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18 Victim’s Watch Property Record card 
(Lean took the watch from 
Court after the Prelim for 
safekeeping, Prelim Exam 
@428); Court Evidence log 

Unknown Establish 
existence of 
recovered watch 

Used to undermine 
Billy Brown’s account 
of the robbery 

19 Marlin Lewis jacket - 
listed on evidence 
property card, mug 
photo of Lewis 

Evidence property card, 
shown on mug shot in 
court evidence 

FSO Existence of 
victim’s blood 

Would demonstrate 
that Billy Brown’s 
account was not 
accurate and that 
Marlin Lewis had 
close physical 
contact with victim at 
or near the time of 
the injury.This  

20 Car photos showing 
Meras paycheck 

Bonesteel report FPD Would show 
whether the 
paycheck was, or 
was not, in the car 
when recovered 
by police 

A photo showing the 
paycheck was not in 
the car would 
support evidence 
that Petitioner was 
framed and would 
erode confidence in 
the prosecution 
narrative and 
demonstrate that 
police lied. 

21 Fingerprint dusting 
results of items 
removed from the 
vehicle 

Bonesteel testimony CT at 
137, lines 8 – 9 

FPD Fingerprint 
existence. 

would show that 
Petitioner did not 
handle any of the 
items in the car and 
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his fingerprints were 
not on the murder 
weapon.  

22 Exhibits 46 A – F of 
vehicle  

Smith report dated 2-9-78; 
Smith 1st trial testimony 
@3510 

FSO Show what the 
content of vehicle 
was at the time 
Officer Smith 
photographed it. 

Photos showing that 
a gun was not in the 
car would undermine 
the credibility of the 
prosecution. 

23 Court Exhibits 8P (with 
Billy’s markings @388-
389), 8O (with markings 
by unknown @388), 8Q, 
8R, 8S (Note: there are 
photos of Kmart 
provided in discovery in 
8-2017 but they are not 
labeled, so we do not 
know which were 
introduced at second 
trial) 
 

1st trial Exhibit list, 2d trial 
Exhibit list, FCSD Req for 
Evidence Exam #910 dated 
5-5-78; Smith, R testimony 
1st  trial @3507 & 2d trial: 
2d trial @263; Billy Brown 
2d trial testimony @387 - 
389 

FCSC Show Billy 
Brown’s actual 
location during 
the taking of the 
car. 

Show that Billy 
Brown’s testimony 
was falsified and that 
he could not have 
seen the events 
described because he 
was 140’ away. 

24 Negatives for all photos  FSO Compare with 
photos developed 
of Kmart 
kidnapping 
location 

Show whether 
photos were changed 
in any way. 

25 Tape of Douglas 
Stankewitz 2/9/1978 

Det. Snow 2/9/1978 
Report; Garry Snow 

FSO Show that 
Petitioner, in fact, 

Probative as to 
Petitioner’s 
insistence that he 
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police interview with 
Det. Garry Snow 

Declaration dated 2-20-
2020 

made a statement 
to police.  

was not the shooter, 
that he stated he was 
not present when 
Graybeal was shot, 
that he told police 
the names of 8 
people who could 
support his alibi.  
Petitioner’s 
statement could be 
used to undermine 
credibility of the 
prosecution. 

26 Tape of Billy Brown’s 
police 
interview/statements: 
February 8/9, 1978 

Garry Snow Declaration 
dated 2-20-2020 

FSO Billy Brown’s 
statements to 
police. 

Provide recorded 
documentation of 
coercion and 
inconsistent 
statements which 
would undermine 
credibility of the 
prosecution’s only 
eye witness. 

27 Tape of Marlin Lewis 
‘confession’ per G Snow 
report dated 2/9/78; 
Tape of Marlin Lewis 
police interview 
2/9/1978;  

FPD Snow report dated 2-
9-78 p. 7; (states given to 
Lean, FCSD) corroborated 
by co-defendant’s 
attorney’s billing 
statements: Smurr, Cox; 

FSO Proof of Marlin 
Lewis’s 
statements  

This would 
demonstrate that 
Marlin Lewis was the 
person who shot 
Graybeal. 
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Garry Snow Declaration 
dated 2-20-2020 

28 Tape of Marlin Lewis 
interview 2/11/1978 
with Snow/Lean/Ardaiz 

Interview Transcript refers 
to tape; Garry Snow 
Declaration 2-20-2020; 
Smurr Application for 
Order and Payment, dated 
7/16/1979 p 2 

FSO Proof of Marlin 
Lewis’s 
statements  

This would 
demonstrate that 
Marlin Lewis was the 
person who shot 
Graybeal. 

29 Tape of Christina 
Menchaca police 
interview 2/9/1978 
Snow 

FSO Transcript of 
Menchaca 2/9/78 
interview, p 23 refers to 
“End of Side of Tape”. FPD 
Snow report dated 2-9-78 
p. 7 (states given to Lean, 
FCSD); Garry Snow 
Declaration dated 2-20-
2020 

FSO Proof of 
Menchaca’s 
statements  

Evidence that 
Petitioner was not 
the shooter. 

30 Tape of Christina 
Menchaca police 
interview 2/11/1978 
Snow/Lean/Ardaiz 

FSO Transcript of 
Menchaca 2/11/78 
interview, p 52 refers to 
“End of Side Two of Tape 
One” 

FSO Proof of 
Menchaca’s 
statements 

 Evidence that 
Petitioner was not 
the shooter. 

31 Tape of Teena Topping 
police interview 
2/9/1978 early am Snow 

FPD Snow Report – 
Topping Interview, p 6 
state “(End of Tape #1); 
Garry Snow Declaration 
dated 2-20-2020 

FSO Topping’s 
statements to 
police 

 Evidence that 
Petitioner was not 
the shooter. 
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32 Tape of Teena Topping 
police interview 
2/9/1978 1130 am Snow  

Garry Snow Declaration 
dated 2-20-2020 

FSO Topping’s 
statements to 
police 

 Evidence that 
Petitioner was not 
the shooter. 

33 Tape of Teena Topping 
police interview 
Snow/Lean/Ardaiz) 
2/11/1978 

FSO Transcript of Topping 
2/11/78 Interview, p 27 
refers to “(end of side of 
tape)”; Garry Snow 
Declaration dated 2-20-
2020 

FSO Topping’s 
statements to 
police 

Evidence that Petitioner 
was not the shooter. 

34 Tape of Douglas 
Stankewitz police 
interview with Thomas 
Lean III, Lead Detective 

Declaration of Jonah Lamb re 
Thomas Lean III 

FSO Petitioner’s 
statement to 
police 

 Evidence that 
Petitioner was not the 
shooter and that he 
denied involvement, 
that he asserted he was 
elsewhere at the time 
of the incident, and that 
he provided 8 alibi 
witnesses to police.  

35 Tape and report of Jesus 
Meras Interview 2-9-
1978 with police 

Meras first trial testimony RT 
@ 4339 

FSO Meras’s 
statement to 
police. 

Establish that Petitioner 
did not rob Meras. 
Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or gun 
used in robbery or 
kidnapping; establish 
lack of reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
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misconduct or 
incompetence. 

36 Tape of Jesus Meras 
Interview 2-13-1978  
Lean/Christensen/Ardaiz 

Meras first trial testimony RT 
@ 4339 

FSO  Establish that Petitioner 
did not rob Meras. 
Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or gun 
used in robbery or 
kidnapping; establish 
lack of reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence. 

37 Photos of suspects 
shown to Jesus Meras 
on 2-13-1978 

Meras first trial testimony RT 
@ 4339 

FSO Meras’s identity of 
potential suspects. 

Establish that Petitioner 
did not rob Meras. 
Establish that gun in 
evidence was not the 
murder weapon or gun 
used in robbery or 
kidnapping; establish 
lack of reliability of 
prosecution theory; 
establishing 
investigatory 
misconduct or 
incompetence. Used to 
impeach Meras. 
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38 Recording of DA 
meeting with Billy 
Brown 4/14/1978 

 FCDA Billy Brown’s 
statement to 
police. 

Provide recorded 
documentation of 
coercion and 
inconsistent 
statements which 
would undermine 
credibility of the 
prosecution’s only 
eyewitness. 

39 Notes of 6-8-1978 
Discussions with Billy 
Brown during car drive 
from Fresno to Modesto 
and back with DDA 
Ardaiz, DA Investigator 
& FSO Sargeant Smith 

Spradling Memo, dated 6-
13-78 documenting trip to 
Modesto 

FCDA Billy Brown’s 
statements to 
police. 

Provide recorded 
documentation of 
coercion and 
inconsistent 
statements which 
would undermine 
credibility of the 
prosecution’s only 
eye witness. 

40 Tapes of DA interviews 
with Frank Richardson, 
Michael Hammett & 
Troy Jones 

Richardson: DDA Ardaiz 
letter to Salvatore 
Sciandra, First Trial 
Attorney for Petitioner, 
dated May 1, 1978 

FSO and 
FCDA 

Petitioner’s 
statements to 
confidential 
informants and 
existence of 
cooperating. 

Demonstrate that 
Petitioner denied 
shooting Graybeal to 
confidential 
informants and that 
e of these existence 
of informants was 
withheld from 
Petitioner’s counsel 
which would have 
been used to 
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undermine 
confidence in the 
prosecution.  

41 Tape of 6/7/1983 DA 
Robinson prison 
interview with Marlin 
Lewis 

DA Investigator Martin 
report dated 6/8/1983 

FCDA Marlin Lewis’s 
statement. 

Show that Marlin 
Lewis made 
statements admitting 
guilt. 

42 Marlin Lewis probation 
report statement 
 

DA Investigator Martin 
report dated 6/8/1983 

FCDA Marlin Lewis’s 
statement to 
probation. 

Show what Marlin 
said about the 
Graybeal murder, 
kidnapping and 
robbery. 

43 Letter written by Marlin 
Lewis 

DA Investigator Martin 
report dated 6/8/1983 

FCDA Third party guilt: 
Marlin Lewis, 
codefendant 

Show what Marlin 
said about the 
Graybeal murder, 
kidnapping and 
robbery. 

44 Notes of DA meetings 
with Billy Brown and 
Jesus Meras 

9/20/1993 Billy Brown 
defense interview and 
recantation declaration 

FCDA Billy Brown’s 
statements and 
police 
observations. 

Used to determine a 
Brady violation 
against Petitioner, 
used to provide 
impeachment 
information against 
Billy Brown.  

45 Written notes taken 
during Billy Brown 
2/11/1978 interview 
with Ardaiz, Lean & 
Christensen 

audible on 2/11/78 
interview tape 

FCDA; 
FSO 

Billy Brown’s 
statements and 
police 
observations. 

Used to determine a 
Brady violation 
against Petitioner, 
used to provide 
impeachment 
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information against 
Billy Brown.  

46 All DA file notes 1978 - 
2012 

 FCDA Existence of 
witnesses and 
evidence. 

Used to show 
discovery violations 
and existence of 
exculpatory 
evidence. 

47 Notes regarding 
meetings with attorney 
for Frank Richardson, 
Eugene Gomes  

Defense attorney Eugene 
Gomes billing records 

FCDA  Petitioner’s 
statements to 
confidential 
informants and 
existence of 
cooperating. 

Demonstrate that 
Petitioner denied 

shooting Graybeal to 
confidential 

informants and that 
the of these 
existence of 

informants was 
withheld from 

Petitioner’s counsel 
which would have 

been used to 
undermine 

confidence in the 
prosecution.  

48 DA’s Jury notes – 1st and 
2nd trial 

 FCDA prosecution’s 
thoughts and 
impressions re 
jurors 

Demonstrate 
prosecutor’s 
intention to 
eliminate people of 
color and show that 
Petitioner did not 
receive a fair trial.  
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49 DA Investigator reports 
1978 – 2012 

 FCDA Existence of 
exculpatory 
evidence. 

Demonstrate that 
Petitioner was not 
Graybeals’s killer and 
undermine 
confidence in the 
prosecution. 

50 List of Evidence and 
Notes prepared by John 
Ciaccio, DA Investigator 

DDA Pebet Court 
transcript 

FCDA Confirm what 
evidence the DA 
and law 
enforcement have 

Demonstrate 
improper chain of 
custody and evidence 
tampering. 

51 Entire DA File 78-1060 Various law enforcement 
and DA reports 

FCDA See generally, all 
evidentiary issues 
raised in this 
document.  

The documents in 
the file would have 
shed light on 
exculpatory material 
not turned over to 
defense counsel and 
likely would have 
contained 
information which 
would have been 
exculpatory. 

52 DA files for Billy Brown, 
Teena Topping, Marlin 
Lewis & Christina 
Menchaca, including 
plea agreements, notes 
and probation reports, 
including Marlin Lewis’s 
probation report 

6/8/1983 DA Investigator 
Martin-DDA Robinson 
report) 

FCDA See generally, all 
evidentiary issues 
raised in this 
document.  

The documents in 
the file would have 
shed light on 
exculpatory material 
not turned over to 
defense counsel and 
likely would have 
contained 
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including his statement 
made prior to 
sentencing 

information which 
would have been 
exculpatory. 

53 Field Interrogation Card 
regarding Menchaca, 
prepared by either 
Officer Mora or Webb 
on evening of 2-8-78  

(Prelim Exam p 404) FPD Documents 
information about 
what Menchaca 
told the officers 
on the night of 
the murder 

Could implicate 
Menchaca in the 
murder. 

54 DNA testing of evidence 
– who requested it, 
when requested, results  

(mentioned by Cameron 
Pishione, Fresno Court 
Clerk, on 8/23/2017, when 
defense viewed Court 
evidence) 

FSO; 
FCDA 

Existence of DNA 
on co-defendants 
clothing and lack 
of on Petitioner’s 
clothing. 

Would undermine 
prosecution’s 
narrative that 
Petitioner involved in 
the murder of 
Graybeal.  

55 Jury questionnaires – 2d 
trial 

Court records – not 
available per letter dated 
5/15/2020 

 Ethnicities of 
jurors and 
rationale for 
removing 
particular jurors.  

Used to support 
Batson-Wheeler 
claim. 
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UNTY OF F'IEFNO
ILgNO, C LIFOIN I.r

1:91-cv-00616-AWl Document56S-7 Filed 0512212008 Page 45 of 'l 15

WItLIAI.T A. SMITII 357}5
District Attorney
JAMES A. ARDAIZ 60455
Chief Deputy District Attorney
County of Fresno
Room 70I - County Courthouse
Eresho, Cafifcirnia 93721 '

Telephone: (209) 4BB-3141

ATTORNEY FOR PIAINTTEF

TIIE PEOPLE
CALIFORNIA,

SUPERIOR COURT

FOR THE

OF TIIE STATE OF

Plaintiff,

OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF FRESNO

VE r

DOUGLAS RAY STANKEIVTTZ,
MARLIN E. LEWTS,
CI{Rf STINA G. MENCHACA and
TEENA E. TOPPING,

Defendants.

TO: THE IIONORABLE SrMON MAROOTIAN, ,IUDGE OF TIIE SUPERIOR
COURT OF TIIE STATE OF CALIFORIJIA, IN AND FOR TI'IE
COUNTY OF FRESNO:

. THE PEOPLE RESPECTFULLY MOVE the abOVe.entitled COurt.

f Or AN Ord,e:i to Def endants, DOUGLAS T{AY STANKEWITZ, MARLIN E.

ITEWf S, CHRISTINA G. MENCHACA arrd TEENA E. TOPPING, to Submit

Blood Samples to a representative of the District Attorney's
office of the County of Fresno, .State of California.

AI'FIDAVIT

I rl

MUNICIPAL COURT CASD NO. 8.3249
DA PJLE: 7B-1060

PEOPLE I S
MOTION FOR AN ORDER TO
DEFENDANTS, DOUGLAS RAY
STANKEWITZ, MARIIN E. I,EWTS,
CHRISTTNA G. MNNCHACA AND
TEENA E. TOPPING, TO SUBMIf

BLOOD SAMPLES.

STATE
COUNTY

OF CALIFORNIA )
oF FRESNO ) ss

JAMES A. ARDAIZ, being first duly sworn, deposes and

says 3
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That he is a duly qualified and acting chie,f Deputyr -i;-.

District Attorney of the Cottnty of Fresno', State of California;'

That the above-entitled case against DOUGLAS RAY

STANKEWITZ, MIIRLIN-E; LEWIST CHRISTINA G.' MENCHACA-and'TEENA E.

TOPPING, Fresno Municipal Court Case No. F-32495' charges

Felony violations of sections ?LL, 209(b) , 2II, 209(b) ,

664/187 and lB7 of the California Penal Codet ,

That your Affiant has been informed and believes to i

the best of his knowledge that the circumstances reguiring such

Orders are as follows:

That' on FEBRUARY 9, I9?8, the above-named oefendants

were booked. intO the Fresno County rlail on the above charges;

That on FEBRUARY I | '1978, the body of one, THERESA

GRAYBEAL, was found in the CALWA area of Fresno County with

a bullet wound to 'the head;

That on F.EBRUARY 27 , L978, the abOv-e-named Defendants

lrere IIeId to Answer on the charge of murderfng THERESA GRAiBEAL;

That ATLEN BOUDRDAU of the Fresno county' sheriffts

Office informed youleffiant that what appeared to: be blood

had been found on the T-Shirt rernoved from Defendant' DOUGLAS

RAY STANKEWITZ. The evidence at the Preliminary tlearing which

conmenced on FEBRUAR! 2? ' 1978 ' supported the allegati-on that

DOUGLAS RAY STANKEWITZ personally kiIIed THERESA GRAYBEAL'

TIIEREFORE I a sample of the blood of DOUGLAS RAY :

STANKEWITZ is necessary to compare to 'the blood on his T-Shirt

and a sample of the blood of the other above-named Defendants 
'

MARLIN E. LEWIS, CHRISTINA G- ME'NCHACA and TEENA E. TOPPING,

is necessary for comparison to the bil-ood on DOUGLAS, RAY

Page 2.
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STANKEIVITZ I S T-Shirt.

Page 47 of 1 15

THE PEOPLE THEREFORE MOVE that. the DefendANtS ' DOUGLAS

RAY STANKEWITZ, MARLIN E. I,EWIS, C.I{RISTINA G.. WNCHACA ANd

TEENA E. TOPPING, be ord.ered to submit Blood Samples to a

representative of the District Attorneyts office of the

County of Fresno, State of California, for' comparison of

the blood on DOUGLAS RAY STANKEITITZ rS T-Shirt. Such Blood

Samples shall be submitted at an appropriate time and place

as determined. by the Court ;

POINTS AND AUTHORITTES.

The examination of the bodily characteristics of a-

Defendant has been held to be not protected from disclosure by

any privileges. specifically, such examinations are not

considered violative of the privilege against self-incrirnination'

because they are not test,imonial in nature.

"The di-stinction which has emerg€d'
often expressed in different \"ays,
is that the privilege is a bar
against compelling rcommunications I

oi 'testimonyr, but that compulsion
which makes a susPect or accused
the source of rreal dr PhYsical
eviclencet does not violate it. "
SCI{T,IERBER V. CALItrORNIA, 384 U.S. '757 , 764.

WITI(IN, in his work on evidence, rePorts'the' general

RULES OF EVIDENCET RULE 25 (b) ,being that of the ury-IqqlMrule

which declares that:

"No person has the Privilege to
refuse to submit to examination
for the purposes of discovering

Page 3.
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tfilo, CALtFotNIA

1:91-cv-00616-AWl Document SG5-7

to aII parties.

DATED: l"lARCH

Subscribed and sworn to
before rne this 3rd day
of MARCH, 1978. D,,(SEAI,) CHERYLENE V. DRACE"J

SAID COUNTY AND STATE.
DA FILE: 7B-1060

Filed 0512212008 ' Page 48 of 115

'ror record.ing his corporal features
and other iclentifying characteristics,
or hj-s physical or mental condition."
CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE, WITKTN, SECIiON 905,

WIfKIN also cites California cases in which the

has been appried, such as in the cases of: Examinations

narcotics suspectrs arms for puncture wounds, photograptrs

scars of a body and scrapings from beneath a Defendant,s

fingernails.

ruLe

ofa
of

In summary, decisions of the United States Supreme

court, limiting a Defendantrs Fifth Amendment Rights to

"testimoriial" or "communicative'r evidence, but arrowing

use of "real or physical" evidence (such as blood tests,
fingerprints and handwriting exemplars) are abundant.

UNITED STATES V. MABA (1973), 4I0 U.S, 19; UNITED STATES V.

DIONISIO (1973), 4I0 U.s. 1; SCHMERBER v. CALIFORNIA (1966),

284 V.S. 757. Furthermore, Californi.a Courts have shown no

inclination to depart from the Federal interpretation of this
self-incrimination prohibition. pEOpLE v. SUDDETH (1966),

65 Czd 543, 546..

For the above reasons, THE PEOPLE RESPECTFULLY REQUEST

that the Defendants be ordered to su.bmit Blood samples for
comparison to be made by an appropriate facllity.and by a

quarified person serected by the court at a time convenient

3, 1978,
WILLIAI'{
DISTRTCT
FOR THE
STATE OF

at FRESNO, CALIFORNIA.
A. SMTTH

ATTORNEY, IN AND
COUNTY OF FRESNO,

CALIFORNIA.
JAI,{ES A. ARDAIZ

$AMES Ai AR
CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Page 4.
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